Others’ experience of LifeSong ...
Barclay's grace, gentle presence and welcoming warmth made
LifeSong truly healing and inspirational for me. The incredible
courage and beauty of my fellow participants were integral to
the powerful process!

–– Teresa Bandrowska, Midwife
After doing LifeSong, my singing and ability to express the
emotional depth of my songs grew by leaps and bounds. I am
head and shoulders above where I’ve ever been before.

— Sue Foley, Recording Artist,
Juno Award Winner
Barclay is a shaman of the voice. He guides us through our
fears and beyond, toward an honest expression of who we are
in our hearts.

— Julie West, Dancer/Choreographer

Over the course of LifeSong, I’ve sung myself out of my story.
My heart has broken open and I’ve found more than tears
inside me.

— Christina Marchant, Program Director,
Community Health Centre

Barclay gave me permission to playfully explore different sides
of who I am, and to extend my boundaries. I liked how he wove
voice techniques with our personal journeys. A teacher myself,
I am always looking for master teachers . . . I believe that
Barclay is one of them.

— Fivi Chitiri, PhD, Educator
A chance to take your story
and share it with others in a
compassionate, pro-active
group. Life changing, soul
nourishing, creative expression
at its finest. Barclay is a gem
of a teacher.

— Abigail Whitney
LifeSong with Barclay expands

the very base from which
creativity springs, enriching all
aspects of creative expression.

— Joan Petch

Barclay McMillan has been creating opportunities for

people to discover, or recover, their singing voices and
explore them in a context of healing and the promotion of
physical and emotional well-being since 1991. His passionate
affair with the voice goes back all the way to his boyhood
in Ireland — hearing the sonorous cadences of the Bible
read aloud in his clergyman father’s church, and singing
hymns and songs round the piano in a country where
everyone was a singer.

Barclay is a graduate of Carleton University and the
University of Toronto. He completed doctoral studies
in Divinity (D.Min.) at UCS, Oakland. His dissertation,
Dancing Voice, Moving Spirit, is a heuristic study of the
transformative experience of participants in his LifeSong
program. Dr McMillan is a former teacher, naval officer,
and radio broadcaster. In the early 80s, he was the
host of Mostly Music, the CBC’s classical music flagship.
He has contributed many articles on Canadian music
subjects to The Encyclopedia of Music in Canada and The
Canadian Encyclopedia. A seasoned public speaker, Barclay
has entertained university classes and associations, service
clubs, health centres, churches and a medical conference
with his good-humoured, articulate enthusiasm for the
human voice and its potential.
Barclay considers voicework the most exciting — and
important — work of his life. He provides a range of
services to individuals and organizations in
matters pertaining to the development
and use of the voice. Barclay believes
that developing an effective voice is
a lot more than just learning a few
techniques. It involves embodying the
voice, making the whole body
available to express, through
the voice, emotions that evoke
a powerful response in the
listener.What excites him most
is the magic that happens
in his courses: LifeSong
creates a framework for
profound personal and
spiritual transformation.

LifeSong
with
Barclay McMillan

“Reclaim the natural malleability of your
voice so that the emotional and spiritual
bounty of your inner landscape, borne on
your words, can sing itself into the hearts
and souls of all who listen to you.”

Voice Emergent
503-762 Somerset Street West
Ottawa, Ontario K1R 6P9
613-563-4178
barclaymcm@voiceemergent.com
www.voiceemergent.com

What is LifeSong?

How does LifeSong Work?

Explore your voice as an instrument of self-healing
and life transformation. LifeSong helps you grow
a voice that is responsive to your inner landscape
and flexible enough to convey your own emotional
and spiritual music.

Every session of LifeSong has two parts:

Before we could speak, our voices were totally
uninhibited. As babies we whimpered our anxiety,
sobbed our pain, screamed our rage, cooed our
contentment. As our interior experience changed,
the sounds we made changed too.
But as we acquired symbols — words — we
made less and less use of the physical agility of our
vocal instrument. Our voices flattened out and
lost much of their ability to authentically convey
the feelings underneath our
words. LifeSong is exercise
for the voice. It opens you
up — physically, emotionally,
spiritually — to more fully
express the genuine,
authentic, multifaceted you.



Physical Movement: Participants use free movement to
probe the interconnections between breath, motion, emotion
and voice. This part of the evening is devoted to increasing the
malleability of our vocal instrument by exploring 10 different
parameters of voice production.



Autobiography: In the second half of the evening,
participants explore the various themes of their lives
by singing songs that they, themselves, have written.

Songs? Singing?
You don’t need to have musical experience
to do LifeSong. Barclay will work with you
to take the lines you’ve written and play with
them, exaggerating the natural rise and fall of
the spoken language, expanding and freeing
your voice, until your uncontrived melody emerges spontaneously from the well of joy
or pain, laughter or despair, anger or delight, that bubbles within you.
LifeSong groups are kept small, so that everyone can receive lots of personal attention.
LifeSong is not for casual participation. Voice work is fun, but it can also be emotionally
and physically challenging. Participants can expect to spend about three
hours per week doing LifeSong homework in addition to class time.
Admission to LifeSong is by permission of the instructor after a
personal interview. The next 10-session course begins soon.
Call now.

“I want to free what waits within me
so that what no one has dared to wish for
may for once spring clear without my contriving.”
— Rainer Maria Rilke

